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I ran all of Joe’s articles until he was murdered just after the
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Christmas quake of 2004. Here it is again, from 19 years ago. His
murder came from a series of articles he did describing the
deployment of a 10kiloton nuke o�shore and PROVED it. He was
dead a few days later. A tsunami bomb; much smaller than the
Japan tsunami bomb of 3-11-11. Not as big or as many as the
upcoming La Palma bombs to �nish of the USA.
DB
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million dead Africans in Rwanda

War – Russia vs Ukraine

By Joe Vialls

THE FREEDOM RALLY TRAP IS
SET

http://educate-yourself.org
/cn/americanmcinbaghdad29may03.shtml
May 29, 2003

Recent Comments

Original title: American Mind Control in Baghdad
uwantson on The coming

Operation Crimson Mist

Harris admin and Canada

During the late afternoon of 6 April 1994, a hail of cannon shells

uwantson on BOMBSHELL

tore through the fuselage of a commercial airliner �ying overhead

Hillary Bribe

central Rwanda. Several seconds later the blazing plane exploded

uwantson on Poop…

on impact with the ground, killing President Habyarimana of
Rwanda, President Ntaryamira of Burundi, and most of their senior
government o�cials. In that fatal millisecond of time, the entire
political command structure of central Africa was decapitated,
leaving the way open for “Operation Crimson Mist”, the most

uwantson on TRUMP HAILS
CHRIST THE REDEEMER
uwantson on Mayor of LA
likes to destroy honkies

obscene terminal mind control experiment ever mounted by the
United States of America against a sovereign nation. That “Crimson
Mist” has been used again recently on a smaller scale in Iraq, is now
beyond doubt.
As Habyarimana and his colleagues made their death dive, a small
group of American men and women lounged around in a large hut
at the edge of a discreet gravel airstrip a few miles from the

Archives
February 2022
January 2022
December 2021

Rwandan capital Kigali, temporary home for their three unmarked

November 2021

C-130 Hercules transport planes. All crewmembers carried forged

October 2021

credentials showing them as “atmospheric researchers” employed

September 2021

by an authentic civilian American agency, but these were only for
emergency identi�cation if one of the aircraft was forced to make

August 2021

an unscheduled landing on unfriendly territory. For all practical

July 2021

security purposes, neither they nor their three large aircraft were

June 2021

even in Africa.

May 2021
April 2021
March 2021
February 2021
January 2021
December 2020
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When news of the presidential

November 2020
October 2020
September 2020
July 2020
June 2020

crash came in over the VHF radio, one of the
Hercules planes was swiftly

May 2020
April 2020
March 2020
February 2020
January 2020
December 2019

preparedfor take o�. The �ight engineer checked the attachment of

November 2019

the RATO [Rocket Assisted Takeo�] packs, while the scientists made

October 2019

�nal adjustments to a large microwave dish mounted on the rear

September 2019

loading ramp of the aircraft. It was this strange and esoteric piece of

August 2019

equipment alone that would directly contribute to the deaths of
more than one million African civilians during the hundred days

July 2019

that followed. Though completely silent in operation, the single

June 2019

microwave dish had more killing potential than a whole squadron of

May 2019

AC-130 Spectre gunships armed with �fty Gatling cannons.

April 2019

Willing to Commit Mass Murder

March 2019

Though o�cially tagged an “experiment”, none of those present had

January 2019

any doubt that this was merely a cosmetic cover for the gruesome
operational work ahead. Each member had been carefully vetted
and then vetted again by US Intelligence to ensure they had the
“right stu�”, and were philosophically committed to two objectives.
First was the evolving need to control or eliminate political dissent

October 2018
September 2018
August 2018
July 2018

by remote means in the run up to the 21st Century, and second was

June 2018

the need to stem or reverse massive population increases across

May 2018

the world, which threatened to overwhelm existing natural
resources, especially water and food. Intrinsically this required a

April 2018

willingness to commit mass murder, and everyone present had

March 2018

passed this critical test with �ying colors.

February 2018
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January 2018
December 2017
November 2017
October 2017
September 2017

As the Hercules’ engines started

August 2017
July 2017
June 2017
May 2017
April 2017
March 2017

with a roar, American agents in Kigali were
working alongside local civil servants and members of the Rwandan
security service, ramping up public suspicion about foul play in the

February 2017
January 2017

presidential air crash. Urged on by corrupt o�cialdom, Hutu

December 2016

tribesmen started marching on Tutsi tribesmen and threw a few

November 2016

rocks at them. Innocent enough at the outset, although with a few
nasty machete cuts here and there. But then the C-130 Hercules

October 2016

made a carefully-calculated pass directly over the advancing Hutu,

September 2016

and they suddenly went berserk. Eyes glazed, the mood of the Hutu

August 2016

crowd went from simple anger to uncontrollable rage, and within
minutes, hundreds of assorted Tutsi body parts were �ying through
the air.
Creating Electronic Rage
What the Hercules crew had just achieved has been an open secret

July 2016
June 2016
May 2016
April 2016

since the late �fties, when researchers accidentally discovered that

March 2016

there is a precise “control” brain wave for literally everything we do,

February 2016

and for everything we feel. The problem back then was that each of
these control brain waves [rage, fear, panic, lethargy, vomiting and

January 2016

so on] had to be transmitted with an accuracy taken out to three

December 2015

decimal places, or they simply did not work at all. But as the years

November 2015

rolled by, and with the advent of transistors and microprocessors,
the operational application of precise control brain waves became
practical reality.

October 2015
September 2015
August 2015
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It is important to note here that the

July 2015
June 2015
May 2015
April 2015
March 2015

lethal trick repeated hundreds of times by the C-130 Hercules in

February 2015

Rwanda during April – July 1994, was not “classic mind control” in

January 2015

the ultimate conspiratorial meaning of the term, i.e. where people

December 2014

claim to hear complicated messages inside their heads, or where it
is feared that the NSA [or similar] intend to turn everyone into

November 2014

helpless Zombies by implanting electronic chips in their arms or

October 2014

necks. What the C-130 crew were actually engaged in was

September 2014

“electromagnetically augmenting” a pre-existing state. Remember
that the agents and security service personnel �rst had to point the
Hutu tribesmen in the direction of the Tutsi, induce reasonable

August 2014
July 2014

anger, and make sure they were appropriately armed. Only then

June 2014

could the C-130 go to work with the precise control brain wave of

May 2014

“rage”, augmenting and thus upgrading crowd behavior from that of
angry demonstrators to uncontrollable genocidal maniacs. Although

April 2014

not “classic”, this was and is unquestionably mind control, for the

February 2014

simple reason that external means were being used to force an

January 2014

irresistible change in behavior.

December 2013

For those who really want to know how governments or agencies

November 2013

change public behavior on a whim, the explanation is not too

October 2013

complicated, though obtaining details of the classi�ed control brain

September 2013

frequencies is all but impossible. Various academics have actually
demonstrated some of these e�ects quasi-publicly over the years,
which provides hard reality for skeptics.

August 2013
July 2013
June 2013

One of the leading lights in this �eld is Dr. Elizabeth Rauscher-Bise,
who was a nuclear scientist and researcher at Lawrence Berkeley

May 2013

National Laboratory, and at Stanford Research Institute, Professor

April 2013

of Physics at John F. Kennedy University of California, research

March 2013

consultant to NASA and the U.S. Navy, and a member of IEEE, APS,

February 2013

AAAS, MAA, ANA, AAMI. Elizabeth Rauscher-Bise identi�ed speci�c
frequency e�ects to induce nausea, happiness and many other
behavioral states decades ago. Clearly, Dr. Rauscher-Bise is an

January 2013
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enthusiast: “Give me the money and three months”, she boasts,
“and I’ll be able to a�ect the behavior of 80 per cent of the people in
this town without their knowing it. Make them happy – or at least
they’ll think they’re happy. Or aggressive.”

December 2012
November 2012
October 2012
September 2012

Unlike many researchers in this �eld, Elizabeth Rauscher-Bise tends
to be open about her work, has demonstrated the e�ects many
times in quasi-public forums, and claims to experiment only on fully

August 2012
July 2012

informed people. Many years ago during one memorable

June 2012

demonstration in California, she turned a speci�c brain wave on all

May 2012

students in the left-side of her auditorium, whereupon their teeth
started chattering collectively and uncontrollably. When the

April 2012

una�ected students on the right-side of the auditorium suggested

March 2012

this might be some sort of trick, Elizabeth Rauscher-Bise calmly

February 2012

turned the speci�c brain wave on them instead. The right-side now
su�ered exactly the same fate, watched by the stunned, but no
longer a�ected students on the left-side.

January 2012
December 2011
November 2011

Extra Low Frequencies (ELF)
The main problem lies in the delivery of the these brain waves to
the target, because they all lie in the extremely low spectrum,

October 2011
September 2011

between 0.1 and 25 Hertz [Cycles], with all control brain waves in an

August 2011

even narrower central band between 0.6 and 10.2 Hertz. These are

July 2011

e�ectively the same as “earth” frequencies, meaning that they are
very hard to direct via conventional radio transmission. Remember

June 2011

that in order to be e�ective in selective crowd behavior

May 2011

augmentation, you must be able to restrict delivery to clearly

March 2011

de�ned crowds in clearly de�ned areas. This is achieved by using an

February 2011

extremely high frequency microwave beam, which is then
amplitude modulated at exactly the same rate as the desired

January 2011

control brain wave. This is much easier to explain with pictures, so

December 2010

take a good look at the diagram below.

November 2010
September 2010
April 2010
March 2010
January 2010
June 2009
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Microwaves in the 1.0 to 3.0 Gigahertz range travel in perfectly
straight lines, like light, making them easy to control in terms of
direction, regardless of power output. In most cases microwaves

10 Nasty reasons not to eat
McDonalds
12 reasons why the satanic
system destroys your children

located low down on a tall television transmitter mast. These are

169 Years in Prison for EPA
Rule Violation

designed to transfer high volume electronic data between the

1933

are transmitted by a dish aerial of the sort you frequently see

television studio and transmitter, and vice versa.
Where the American “Mind Controllers” score with their airborne
and truck mounted equipment is by
using microwave aerials

1933 Gold Con�scation was a
Bailout of the Federal Reserve
Bank
3 Reasons to Label
Genetically Engineered Foods
5 inches of rain this morning
in Ojai CA 01-20-17
5 Rules You Should Follow To
Avoid Eating GMOs
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that can be adjusted, in exactly the same way as you would adjust
the focus on a variable beam �ashlight. How this is done is shown in
the second diagram to the right.
In the Rwandan Hutu tribesmen example shown near the start of
this report, the crew of the C-130 Hercules only needed to know the
width of the target crowd on the ground, and the width of their own

Information!
666
70 Doctors Died Over This
Information!
70% Of Olive Oil Is Fake
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microwave beam at any given true altitude in feet [as read directly

polio vaccines

from the radar altimeter]. With those two values available, it is then

ABC is a CIA front in our time

a simple matter to adjust beam width to accurately bracket the
target crowd from any altitude chosen.

ABC Promotes Assassination
Of President

Baghdad ‘Looting’

Abdominal pain

But this equipment is not just deployed in large lumbering Hercules
transport planes. During recent weeks, European security experts
have concluded that smaller versions of Crimson Mist were recently
deployed on the street of Baghdad, designed in part to augment the
media propaganda line that Iraqi citizens are dangerous savages, all
badly in need of direct supervision by “democratic” American

aborted babies in their
products
aborted embryos
abortion subsidized by US
corps

authorities. One classic example of this was the “looting” of the

Acidic Blood vs Alkaline Blood

Baghdad Museum, apparently by a crowd of undisciplined rabble,

additives

but video footage tells a very di�erent story. To pull o� this stunt
the American authorities needed to assemble a crowd, managed
quite easily with a promise of free food. Then they needed to place
the crowd outside the museum, which again was easy because they
located the free food outside the museum itself. Next up, the
attention of the crowd had to be drawn to the museum itself, which

agenda 21
agenda of destroying
Yahuah's design of family
using feminism and male
bashing

was achieved in spectacular fashion by �ring two 120-mm shells

Airport disruptions

from an Abrams tank gun straight through the main doors.

Airport Scanners Alter DNA

Fine so far, but how to get them inside? The video shows two
soldiers gesticulating to the crowd, urging them to go in and help

Alba lying deceitful cunt
alternative cancer treatment

themselves, thereby clearly identifying the target “Rwanda-style”.

Aluminum Lake food coloring

Then it starts to get really interesting! The two soldiers rapidly

Alzheimer's Disease

withdraw, leaving the Iraqis standing leaderless outside the open
doors, and then CLICK, just like �icking a light switch, the entire

amalgams

crowd goes nuts absolutely simultaneously, which never happens

AMERICAN APPAREL

in real life. In the real world there is always a leader visibly stirring
up the crowd and preparing them for action, but not outside the

Americans now being jailed
for thought crimes

Baghdad Museum. One second these folk are dull hungry Iraqis,

Amino Acids

next second they are instant uncontrollable maniacs streaming in
though the museum doors.
It is also suspected that the same equipment was used to augment

Amish
and all for anarchists with
masks

the “looting attacks” on various hospitals around central Baghdad,

and Me

though this claim seems to be based as much on logic as it is on

Andrew Moulden

video footage. These so-called “looters” are Iraqi citizens who
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received essentially free health care in the hospitals under Saddam
Hussein. Not only that, but their wives and children are being
bombed and shot by Americans, meaning that their free hospitals
are absolutely essential to them, and thus the very places they
would normally defend in the �rst instance. Bearing this logic in
mind, it seems likely that the European security experts are also

ANOTHER DEAD DOCTOR
WHO FOUGHT VACCINES
Another Holistic Doctor
murdered Dr. John Michael
Lonergam

correct in this claim.

anti vaccine doctors being
murdered

Homeland ‘Security’

Anti-in�ammatory

While there is unlikely to be very much concern in America, Britain,

anti-Russia agenda.

and Australia for the plight of Iraqis on the streets of Baghdad, it
may be time to examine what is likely to happen in our own

Anti-Trump protestors

“democratic” countries if things get more out of control than they

Apollo Hoax

are at present. Remember that the 2.2-million-strong

Apollo Moon Landings

demonstration in London just before the illegal invasion of Iraq, had
little if anything to do with English folk liking Saddam Hussein. Iraq
was merely an excuse for this unprecedented mass of human

apostle paul death and prison
appendicitis

beings to migrate to London waving banners that mostly read “Not

Apply Onion Juice for 40 Days

in Our Name” at corrupt politicians.

April 5 2020

The bottom line is that the next time 2.2 million British citizens

Arsenic found in Whole Foods
bottled water

descend on the capital to have a go at the politicians [their real
targets], they might be carrying something far more dangerous

arthritis

than banners. Every policeman and military man knows very well

articles by Don Bradley

that a 2.2 million strong mass with hostile intent, simply cannot be

asparagus

stopped by standard riot control techniques, and they cannot be
stopped by bullets �red by soldiers on the streets. Even if British
soldiers could be persuaded to open �re on their own neighbors
[most unlikely], the entire Army would be powerless to act. So what
then?
Across the Atlantic in America, and in Australia, things are really no
better. As I write, the American dollar is heading straight for

Aspartame
Aspartame has changed the
name to AminoSweet
at Comet Ping Pong
attack dogs
Attention De�cit Disorder

basement levels, which in turn will lead to a depression and

Audra West

increased anger on the part of all Americans, aimed largely at

autism

corrupt politicians on Capitol Hill. Naturally the politicians will try to
put the people down as usual, but what if this time it is a step too
far. What if a few hundred or few thousand of the 260 million
private weapons in American hands are brought into play, what
then?

Autism Causes: Mercury
Poisoning from Vaccines
Bad Blood Book Theranos
bad taste
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becoming a nasty dyke

The chances are that in all a�ected western countries, politicians
and their real masters will try to invoke the use of highly

Beets

unconventional weapons in order to try and save their own

behavior

worthless hides. How successful they might be when that day

benzene

comes, as it surely will, is largely up to you.

best juicers

Joe Vialls
Web posted at: http://www.joevialls.co.uk/subliminalsuggestion
/mindcontrol.html
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by false �ag
hormonal disorders
horrors at Planned
Parenthood
Horse meat food
hot chick gardener
How Antacids Destory Health
How Fluoride Causes
Hypothyroidism



How vaccines are REALLY
made
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Hoxsey cancer cure
huices
hunt foods
hypoglycemia
Hypothyroidism
I see dead people
Ideal Weight For Americans
illegal imprisonment of
christians
illegal vote fraud by CIA
Illegals are law breakers not a
race fuckos
India cash ban dry run for
USA
India's rice revolution
insulin
iodine-131
ipo fraud
Iron
its rent time
JADE HELM
jade helm created internet
outages
jade helm created power
outages
James Angleton & Lee Oswald
James Stewart
Jason
Jay Kordich reveals how he
survived cancer
JC PENNEY



JFK – the most important
witness
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Jihadi Violence sweden
Jihadis
Jihadis are burning down
Refugees centers
Jimmycomet PING PONG is a
satanic pedophile
Jordan Peterson is a satanist
Judge blocks judge lets Jihadis
into US without vetting piece
of SHIT
Juice Daddy
Juice Daddy – Jay Kordich
juice fasting
juicers
Juicing
Juicing For Health
Juicing for the digestive
system
juicing kale
kale
Kara Franklin's house
kelp
Kent Hovind
kidneys
Kill the Messenger
kiss my face
Knocked Into Freezing Canal
For ‘Being White’
Know that you are loved
Lake Casitas intentionally
drained by EPA
Lamestream Media



LAPD Chief Refuses to
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Enforce Trump Immigration
Law
last day of Sukkot
Lee Harvey Oswald had not
been on the sixth �oor
lesbian covens
lesbian Sally Moyer
lesbian witches hate Trump
lettuce
Levi Tillemann met with
Congressman Steny Hoyer
light bulbs
living food
lost freedoms
love
Luke Kuhn and Scott Green
lumpectomy
lunch nazis
Mainstream Cancer
Treatment
Make The Left Radicals Stop
Maple Syrup Nutritional
Information
mark of the beast
Mark Zuckerberg sues land
owners to steal their land
Marriage or Pregnancy for
Child Support
martial law 2015
mass murder by corporations
mass vaccinations
Massive outbreak of
whooping cough proves
vaccine is ine�ective
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Max Gerson
McDonald's burgers un�t for
human consumption
McDonalds
Measles Vaccine kills
Media Sabotages Trump
Inauguration
media's "job" is to "actually
control exactly what people
think."
Media's Silsby-Clinton child
Tra�cking
Melania Trump Opens Florida
Speech With The Lords Prayer
memory impairments
mental retardation
mercury toxicity
MGTOW – Woman's double
life
Michael Shift Tranny whore
Michelle Obama �rst �rst lady
in history to stea…
Microcap stock fraud
Mike Levine & Gary Webb
milk nazis
milkshake
Mind Control and Early
Indoctrination
minerals
Minnesota Hospital �res 50
employees who refused to
get �u shots
Mister Ed



modern plague like TB ge
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Molasses
moles
mondos
money vs credit
monsanto
Monsanto Crushed Dissent
with Thousands of Paid Trolls
Moon Landing Hoax – Coke
Bottle
Morningland cheese
Morningland Dairy
Mother Refuses Tetanus Shot
and protects child from
poisonnur
Mother Sent To Jail For
Refusing To Vaccinate Her
Son
Mouthwash Removes Plaque
From Teeth In 2 Minutes
msg
MSM is fake news
mud heart love
multiple sclerosis
municipal water
mysterious death of a
maverick doctor
nabisco
Naked short selling
nancy sinatra
Natural Health Clinic murders
natural news
natural organic food
natures gate
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negro sucks black dick
Negros �ash rob stores DAILY
in US
Nestle
Nestle Poland Spring uses tap
water
Nestlé Waters'
Network whores
New Legislation Permits
Authorities to Freeze
Accounts and Use Them For
Bail-ins
new world order �ag
niacin
Niacin Flush
Nick Gonzalez
no proof of vaccine no job or
shopping or money
Non GMO Brands
NON GMO PROJECT SEAL
non smokers
Non-GMO shopping guide
non-nutritive sweetener
Non-Stick Pans
nonGMO
Norwalk press
NOT Hillary Clinton
now that Amazon owns them
nukes
Nutrients from Fruits and
Vegetables
nutrition
Obama
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Obama Girls REAL PARENTS
Found
Obamacare
Occult Archetype Called
Vaccination
Ofuckocare scam
oil con game
ojai after the rains
ojai rainfall for the year and
counting
Okra-Pepsin-E3
olive oil
Omega fatty acids
Omega J8005
Omega VRT350HD
Only US President to actually
keep his campaign promises
Orange Juice Samples Found
Contaminated With
Monsanto Weedkiller
Organic
organic food
organic fraud
organic gardening
Organic gardening in Ventura
Calif
organic produce
Organic Produce Delivered
Weekly
Organic Spies Find Lies
pancreas
pancreatitis
Paper Straw SCAM
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Parking Meters Track You
Parsley
Paul J Hansen
Pedophile @JimmyComet
Pedos and Cucks at NYT
People are furious down here
with Facebook Zuckerberg
pepsi
per�uorooctanoic acid
PFOA
PH Food Chart
Physicians & Surgeons
"Strongly Opposes"
Mandatory Vaccines
Pineapple
Pink Slime
pizzagate
PIZZAGATE – NICOLE KIDMAN
plagues of earth
PLANDEMIC
Planned parenthood
Planned Parenthood
Executives and Doctors
haggling over the price of
infant body parts
Planned Parenthood
INVESTIGATED by Congress
planter box
podesta pedophile
poison
poison additives
Poison on the Platter
poison vaccines
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poisoned apples in USA
poisons not food
police brutality
police state
POLICE TOLD TO STAND
DOWN
pork
potassium
potassium iodide
President Trump Kills TPP
Presidents DIE when the
secret service stands down
Prince William The Beast of
Revelation
privitization
Pro vaccine mass murderers
label women who breast feed
Pro-Cannabis Doctor
Pro-Vaccine
Pro-Vaccine pHARMa Shills
Pro-Vaccine Tools (Trolls)
produce
programmed stooges
programming
progress
promotes peristalsis
prop 37
protein
protein sources
Protest Trump’s Inauguration
Protestors Being Bussed To
DC
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Psalms 69
Rabid lesbian and self
professed witch NYU Profess
radiation hazards
radiation poisoning
radishes
range-free eggs
rapeseed oil
raw food
raw foods
raw milk
Remove All The FAT And
PARASITES From Your Body
Repent
RESTORE our rights and
freedoms
rice
Richard Spencer was sucker
punched
Rival Jihadis
root canal
roses
Russia DID NOT Hack The
DNC
SAD
SAD diet
safe deposit boxes to be
seized in banking crisis
salmon
Sandra bland
Sandy Hook Massacre
Exposed



santa barbara oil spill
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Sasha Avonna Bell murdered
satanic bloodline
Satanic Child Sacri�ce:
Experts Claim Newborns Can
Be Killed
satanic lesbian cunts teach
school students to HATE the
president
Satanic PizzaGate
SATANIC SEED LINE
satanic shitbirds
satanic wankers hate Trump
satanist pedophile shills for
the elite
Satanists have no truth in
them
satire
sb 277
SB277
school boards are fascist
Science paper on vaccines
accidentally admits most…
Scienti�c results of the
Gerson Therapy
seaweed
secret service cannot be
trusted
Seed growing timetables
seeds
seeds for gardens
Seeds Of Death
self professed witch Ann
Donnelly
Senomyx
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sept 15 2015
Seth Rich
Shadow Gov't Operative
Shatner targeted by vaccine
nazis
shemitah
Shepherd NOC
shills
shitty retail operations
Shots In The Dark Silence on
Vaccine
Shower �lter comparison
Sick Nearly Dead
Signs in the heavens
silver for barter
Simpsons Truth In Plain Sight
vaccine plague by Illuminati
sinusitus cure
sites stats
sjw are fascists cunts
slave wages
slavery
slutwalk nazi feminists
small intestine
smart meters
smart meters starting
thousands of �res done on
PURPOSE
smoothie
social and mental
conditioning
Social Media Exodus
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soda pop
somatostatin
soy
soy estrogen mimicker
Soy is a phytoestrogen
soy protein makes men gay
speculators
Spinach
spirit
Spiritual Attitude
spiritual battle
spongiform encephilitius
SPRITE
Standard American Diet
stem cell use in products
Stock market crash china
STOP S-510 Food Bill
student loan rip o�
stu�
Subway's deception
sugars and starches
Suing Bottled Water
sun boys
Superangel 5500
sur�ng
Sustainable
suzanne summers
Swedish Women Living in
Fear From Immigrants and
Feminists
Taco Bell
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Tami �u is poisonous
tech companies want to hire
Asians and Indians for
pennies
teeth
te�on
Telling The Truth
tennis ball
The Body’s Defenses
The Cancer Report
THE CURE OF ADVANCED
CANCER BY DIET THERAPY
The Diagnosis of Mineral
De�ciencies in Plants by
Visual Symptoms
The Gerson Miracle cancer
cure
the health ranger
The Klinghardt Neurotoxin
Elimination Protocol
The Problem With Mercury
The role of niacin in
detoxi�cation
The Scam of Heartburn and
Indigestion
These latter times
thimersol
tofu
tomatoes
toxic water
Toxicity
toxins
trace minerals
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trader joes
trolls controlling nutrition
narrative
Trump blocks terrorist Jihadis
from entering USA
Trump EOs vs Ofaggo EOs
Trump is awesome
Trump kills TPP yay!
Trump's Legendary
Inauguration
Truth about our brain washed
America
Truth About Trump's 'Muslim
Ban'
Twitter is CIA
Types of Juices
Ukranian policy: "I support
the candidate who is wearing
the draperies to hide the
colostomy bag"
ulcers be gone
ultimate green smoothie
Uncategorized
Understanding Harmful Fats
Underwear Bomber Coverup
unemployment
US currency scam
US president ever been
threatened by intelligence
agencies
USDA
vaccinated children
Vaccination a Curse
Vaccination Rights
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Vaccine Fascism in "free" USA
vaccine mercury poison
Vaccine Side E�ects
vaccines
Vaccines & Food allergies
vaccines cause autism
Valero gas dissing its
customers
Valero in Ojai ca
vault 7
vegan
vegan soup
ventura
Vinegar On Your Plants
vitamin A
Vitamin B17
vitamin B3
Vitamin K Warning
vitamins
Vitaminwater
vitamix
Vitamix CIA series
VITASHOWER
walgreens
walmart is an evil place
walmart jade helm detention
centers
Wasserman
water
Water Distillation
water �lters
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Water Warning
wealth con�scation 2015
Wendys
WH Killed Monica Pertersen
Who Fought Against Big
Pharma
who killed JFK
whole foods
Whole Foods is evil
wi�
Wilma con�des to Cindy and
her sister
witchcraft
witches circle
Wolfgang Halbig
Woman Gang Beaten by a
group of sheri�s for asking
for a Tampon
Woman In Leading Flint
Water Crisis Lawsuit Slain In
Twin Killing
Women's March
Wont Apologize For Keeping
America Safe
World doesn't need any more
Hillary Clintons
Yeshua Ben David
YOGA WILL RUIN YOUR LIFE
Yogurt
Yudenfriend
zucchini

Meta
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